ABSTRACT One of the fundamental tasks for spatial index trees constructed in wireless sensor networks is to determine the sensors, which can participate in the region query accurately and quickly. Most of the existing works focus on constructing the spatial index trees for single attribute sensors having the same sensing capability. The key principle underlying the design of these works is the exploitation of parentchild node relation in the network structure, such as the routing tree in which message broadcasting for the parent node selection will consume more energy. However, due to the existence of multi-attribute sensors having different sensing capabilities in skewness distribution, it is more practical to obtain an energy-efficient spatial index tree to query the multi-attribute sensors in a realistic skewness distribution. Specifically, in this paper, we propose a novel energy-efficient heuristic density-based clustering model to build such a multi-attribute spatial index tree. In addition, multiregion attribute aggregation queries are carried out in our proposed index tree, which mainly focus on the recombination of query regions and query attributes. Finally, through an extensive performance evaluation study, we show that the proposed algorithms outperform the existing state-of-the-art approaches significantly in terms of energy consumption, query time, and network lifetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years we witness the advent and rapid development of the I nternet of T hings (IoT ) [1] - [3] . In this setting, smart things are used ubiquitously, enabling a new form of communication between (i) people and things, and (ii) things themselves [4] - [6] . Smart things in many IoT applications, such as smart home, smart transportation and smart health etc, are connected via wireless for sensing and collecting data, and actuating the devices [7] - [9] . These things are usually powered by battery and have a very limited energy [10] , [11] . An intuitive example is that in a region of smart campus, (battery-powered and wireless) sensors are deployed in labs, classrooms and offices etc for monitoring the temperature, humidity and light level etc at some certain periods, to guarantee that their working environment can satisfy certain requirements [12] .
To effectively query, collect and aggregate the data from a certain deployed network with energy-limited multi-attribute sensors [13] - [15] , the optimal query processing strategies are required to energy-efficiently aggregate the data in-network and forward the queries and their results between the base station and sensor nodes [16] , [17] . Furthermore, sensor networks are often programmed following the database principle, where declarative queries are used for representing the tasks of data collection and aggregation. Based on the design goal and principle, the current studies can be roughly classified into two categories: single attribute spatial index routing tree for region query and multi-attribute routing tree for data gathering according to the diverse application requirements for different sensing information.
To efficiently execute single attribute spatial range queries in sensor networks, several rectangle based index methods are proposed, such as the secure energy-efficient routing protocol proposed in [18] , the spatial index tree built via subregion merging and adjustment [19] , and the fully distributed spatial index tree built based on a network structure like a routing tree [20] . Generally, these index trees can eliminate the sensor nodes outside the range of a certain query from the upper levels leveraging the tree hierarchy at the beginning. However, the construction of these index trees is energy inefficient, since the upper level Minimum Bounding Rectangles (MBRs) are formed leveraging the parent-child relations of sensors, and these relations are derived via broadcasting messages. Besides, the adjustment of dynamic index tree, used to reduce the dead space of upper level MBRs, is energy inefficient in most situations. Recently, EGF-tree proposed in [21] adopts the energy minimum principle to construct a single attribute spatial index tree as the routing tree, which can reduce energy consumption for messages forwarding and facilitate energy-efficient query processing. However, it is also mainly designed for querying single attribute sensors.
As for multi-attribute data gathering, a tree-shaped topology is proposed in [22] , considering the sum of residual energies of nodes and the granularity of sensing for each attribute. Although this topology structure prolongs the system lifetime in the environment where the application gathers multiattribute sensor data, it is constructed without considering the region query requirement for multi-attribute sensor data.
To this end, in this paper we propose a novel EnerGyeFficiency index tree, called MFSI -tree, to facilitate efficient region query collection and aggregation for multi-attribute sensing information. To be specific, this index tree is constructed in the following phases. First, we construct a densitybased clustering model, called DCSSC, to cluster the single attribute sensors and single attribute sub-regions in skewness distribution. For these single attribute sub-regions, the sensors in them have the same sensing capability. Subsequently, based on the cluster result, we attempt to construct the upper level sub-regions via merging neighbor grid cells or neighbor lower level sub-regions, which have the biggest number of common multi-attribute clusters. For these multi-attribute clusters, the sensors in them have different sensing capabilities. This procedure iterates until a tree hierarchy: an MFSI -tree, is formed. Therefore, our MFSI -tree has less dead space in high-level sub-regions.
Leveraging the MFSI -tree hierarchy, a multi-region attribute query aggregation method [23] , [24] is developed in our paper. The specific query process is given as below. First, an aggregation query plan is derived through using the query aggregation rules, including the query regions overlap, query attributes overlap and query attributes division. Then, the queries and their results are forwarded within the network to answer a query request. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the energy consumption and query time for multi-region attribute aggregation queries leveraging MFSI -tree are reduced compared with the related techniques. We summarize our contributions as follows.
• For the first time, we explore the problem of multiregion attribute aggregation queries over multi-attribute sensors in skewness distribution, and establish an energy-efficient spatial index tree to resolve this problem.
• We propose an energy-efficient density-based clustering model, called DCSSC, as the basis to reasonably merge the neighbor grid cells or neighbor sub-regions. Subsequently, the hierarchy of our spatial index is constructed according to the region containment relationship.
• A new multi-region attribute aggregation query plan is proposed in our paper, considering both the region overlap and attribute overlap, in order to make the query command forwarding and query results returning within the network energy-efficient.
• We also explore an extensive performance study to validate our proposed algorithms. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithms indeed incur low energy cost, less query time and longer network lifetime.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the definition of DCSSC cluster model and introduces how to construct MFSI -tree in the context of skewness distribution for multi-attribute sensors. Section III presents our multiple query aggregation technique for both overlap of query region and query attributes. Section IV shows the implementation and evaluates the approach developed in this paper. Section V reviews related techniques. Section VI concludes this work.
II. MFSI-TREE CONSTRUCTION
This section describes how to construct our MFSI-tree for indexing multi-attribute spatial sensor nodes in skewness distribution. Section II-A details the density-based clustering model for single attribute sensors and single attribute subregions. Section II-B shows the construction process of our MFSI-tree following the clustering results.
A. MODEL AND DEFINITIONS
Our density-based clustering model (DCSSC) for single attribute sensors and single attribute sub-regions extends the clustering model of DBSCAN, which aims to find the sensors or sub-regions density connected following the energy minimum principle. DBSCAN [25] is the most used and a typical density-based spatial clustering algorithm. In the following, we will first give the detailed introduction of DBSCAN, and then give the definitions used in our DCSSC cluster model.
1) DBSCAN
The main idea of density-based clustering method is to find the regions of high density and low density. DBSCAN can discover clusters of arbitrary shape, and is efficient even for large spatial dataset. It is based on the concept of density reachability, which requires two important input parameters: 1) Eps, the neighborhood of a point, and 2) MinPts, the minimum number of points required to form a cluster. A point q is density reachable from another point p if the following two conditions are satisfied: a) p is a core point, i.e., |Eps(p)| ≥ MinPts, and b) q ∈ Eps(p).
DBSCAN starts with an arbitrary starting point p that has not been visited and retrieves all the points density-reachable from p to form a cluster. If p is a border point, no points are density-reachable from p and DBSCAN visits the next point of the database, leading to the discovery of a further cluster or noise.
2) DCSSC
As an extension of DBSCAN, DCSSC is designed first to cluster the single attribute sensors in skewness distribution and then to cluster the formed sub-regions iteratively. Due to energy being the important factor considered in WSNs, we construct DCSSC through setting the core sensors and core cluster sub-regions in terms of energy-efficiency as below. In general, the above definitions of core sensors and core cluster sub-regions not only consider the constraints about the minimum number of points in the neighbor range of a core point as that in DBSCAN model, but also take the energy-efficiency into account. It is worth noting that the main contributions to the energy-efficiency are to set the neighbor range of the sensors as the communication radius r, and the two parameters minsns and minsnr to represent the minimum communicating pairs, which are able to guarantee the final cluster not only density-connected but also energyconservative. The terms are summarized by Table 1 .
B. MFSI-TREE CONSTRUCTION
Unlike [26] whose index construction is based on the grid division of sensor nodes in uniform distribution, our approach considers the skewness distribution of a set of static multiattribute spatial sensor nodes, which is common in real situations, since the sub-regions to be monitored are normally different in significance. A general example of skewness distribution is shown in Fig. 1 , which contains four kinds of sensors having different sensing capabilities in different skewness distributions. In addition, in most real applications, the simple region query cannot fully characterize the behaviors of users due to the existence of multiple users interested in the multiattribute sensor data within the same network. Therefore, in order to well characterize the behaviors of multiple users, a more practical query model is the Multi-region Attribute Aggregation Query Model. Under this query model, it is critical to build an energy-efficient spatial index tree to facilitate the query of arbitrary sensing attributes information in arbitrary sub-regions within the network even if the query regions and query attributes simultaneously issued by different users have some overlap. Again, the query messages should be forwarded from the base station to the target query sensor nodes, and the sensing data should be returned from the query sensor nodes to the base station, as efficiently as possible.
Motivated by the above, in this section, we present how to construct the energy-efficient MFSI-tree based on our DCSSC cluster model in detail, which aims to provide a venue for reducing the energy consumption occurred in message forwarding and result returning, when multiple user queries are launched simultaneously. The details of MFSI-tree construction are provided as below.
Algorithm 1 MFSITreeConstr
Require: r: communication radius of sensors cst: neighborhood constraint of the core sensor nodes or core cluster regions Ensure: nd rt : the root node of MFSI-tree 1: divide the whole region evenly into grid cells where the side length of each grid cell is √ 2 r 2: GSR set ← set of grid cells 3: while |GSR set | > 1 do 4: foreach gsr ∈ GSR set do 5: NGS gsr ← the neighbor sub-regions of gsr 6: end for 7: foreach capability i do 8: CRE seti ← the core sensor nodes and core cluster sub-regions having sensing capability i at current 9: PRDC seti ← PoiRegDstCls(CRE seti , cst) 10: end for 11: foreach gsr ∈ GSR set do 12: foreach dc ∈ PRDC seti do 13: if dc ∩ gsr = ∅ then 14: DCS gsr ← DCS gsr ∪ dc 15: end if 16: end for 17: end for 18: foreach ngsr ∈ NGS gsr do 19: num ← the number of DCS ngsr ∩ DCS gsr 20: end for 21: new sub-regions NR set ← merge neighbor sub-regions SNR set with the biggest number of the same region cluster PRDC seti 22: set snr as child nodes of nr 23: GSR set ← GSR set -SNR set + NR set 24: end while 25: nd rt ← nr 26: head nodes selection according to [28] 1) MFSI-TREE CONSTRUCTION Algorithm 1 shows how to construct MFSI-tree when multiattribute sensors are distributed unevenly. We first divide the whole region into even grid cells with the side-length of each grid cell as √ 2 r (line 1). r is the communication radius of sensors. We set the side-length of each grid cell as √ 2 r according to the experimental results in [27] , which indicate that the optimal cluster size is 1-hop in dense regions and the cluster size should be larger in sparse regions.
Then, we cluster the single attribute sensors based on DCSSC (lines 7-10). PoiRegDstCls(·) is the process of cluster discovery. Following the cluster results, for a given subregion, the multi-attribute clusters simultaneously belonging to it and its neighbor sub-regions can be identified (line [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Next, the number of multi-attribute clusters belonging to arbitrary two neighbor sub-regions is derived (line [18] [19] [20] . Based on the computing result, the neighbor subregions with the biggest number of common multi-attribute clusters will be merged into one (line 21). The new formed sub-regions NR set are the parents of the merged sub-regions SNR set in hierarchy (line 22).
In this paper, the sub-region can refer to the grid cell or the new formed sub-region. The procedure of lines 3-24 iterates until there is only one sub-region left. Consequently, these merged sub-regions form a tree hierarchy, called MFSI-tree, and the grid cells are the leaf nodes of this index tree.
Finally, line 26 selects the head nodes for each sub-region based on LEACH [28] , [29] .
Algorithm 2 PoiRegDstCls
Require: CRE seti : set of core sensors and core cluster regions having sensing capability i cst: neighborhood constraint of the core sensor nodes or core cluster regions Ensure: CLS seti : set of density-based clustering for sensors or regions having sensing capability i 1: k = 0 2: foreach cre ∈ CRE seti do 3:
if cre is unprocessed then 5: DensityConnected (cre, k) {
6:
foreach nrs ∈ N cst (cre) do 7: if nrs ∈ CRE seti and nrs is unprocessed then 8: DensityConnected (nrs, k) 9: end if 10: end for }
11:
end if 12: cls k ← set of sensor nodes or regions having cluster id k
13:
CLS seti ← CLS seti ∪ cls k 14: end for
2) CLUSTER DISCOVERY
Function PoiRegDstCls, shown in Algorithm 2 shows how to carry on DCSSC. The sensors or cluster sub-regions density connected to the core sensors and cluster sub-regions will belong to the same cluster (line 5-10).
3) COMPLEXITY
The time complexity of MFSI-tree construction is O(nlogn). First, the time complexity is O(nlogn) for line 8 in Algorithm 1, since the core sensors and core cluster subregions can be found using the methods, such as KD-tree. Second, the time complexity of PoiRegDstCls is O(nlogn) for line 9 in Algorithm 1, the same as DBSCAN, where n is the VOLUME 5, 2017 18) , and the number of sensor kinds (line 7) are far less than the number of single attribute sensors. Hence, the time complexity of MFSI-tree construction is O(nlogn).
4) DISSCUSSION
It is worth noting that some sensors begin to deplete their batteries if data transmission occurs among them. In this situation, the sensors may not be under joint network. Thus, such an index tree proposed in our paper needs not to be static, but can rather be dynamically updated based on the network connectivity. Specifically, we can find an optimal set of connected sub-networks and establish the corresponding MFSI-tree for each of them.
III. MULTI-REGION ATTRIBUTE QUERY AGGREGATION
This section shows our multi-region attribute aggregation query technique leveraging the MFSI-tree structure. We first present the problem definition. Then, we introduce the relevant energy model and query model. Finally, we give the load-balanced aggregation query plan generation.
A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
It is common that the base station may handle multiple queries simultaneously, especially when multiple users are interested in the sensing data of multi-attribute sensor nodes within the same network. It is worth mentioning that these queries may have some overlap over their query sub-regions and query attributes, jointed together as a multi-region attribute aggregation query. Essentially, if each query is processed independently, it may cause some redundant message forwarding and incur more energy consumption. However, this can be avoided when taking these queries into account collectively. Therefore, a more formal definition of multiregion attribute aggregation query is given as follows. Table 2 presents the parameters of energy model [30] to be used in the following sections. We assume that the sensors have the same communication radius. The parameters E tx , E rx and C ij (k) are computed as follows:
ij otherwise where BS means the base station. Note that the cost of transmitting one packet from one node to another node and to the base station is different, since the base station has no energy constraint and thus its cost for receiving a message is not counted.
C. QUERY MODEL
We adopt the query model proposed in [31] , and a query is represented by the following tuple:
where ID is the query ID to identify a query, and also used by the query manager for identifying the user from whom a query is launched. R denotes the rectangular geographical 2084 VOLUME 5, 2017 area that the query is interested in. T represents the time duration of the query. A specifies the list of attributes that a query is interested in. F is the query period, at which interval the attribute information should be reported. Note that the query ID is mostly used by the query manager for identifying the provenance of a query. Therefore, ID is omitted in the following formulas for query aggregation. In addition, we assume that T and F are the same for all the queries in our paper.
D. LOAD-BALANCED AGGREGATION QUERY PLAN GENERATION
In this section, we introduce subsume, intersection and overlap sub-query aggregation operations, which are inspired by the related rules developed in [31] . Consider the observations that for different multi-region attribute aggregation queries, the query sub-regions and query attributes in them have different overlap degrees, and the queried multi-attribute sensors also have different densities. Hence, the basic idea of generating the aggregation query plan is as follows: first, extract the overlap region, and then recombine the queries according to both the overlap degree of query attributes and the density of queried multi-attribute sensors. However, the energy imbalance is another major concern resulting from the merging of query attributes with bigger overlap degrees. Under this situation, it is vital to make a load-balanced division for the merged multi-attribute sensors. The relevant terms are given in Table 3 . In the following, we give the specific generation process of the three kinds of aggregation query plans sequentially. Given two sub-queries Q i and Q j satisfying R i ⊆ R j , Q i and Q j are merged into a new sub-query Q i+j as below:
The query result of Q i can be inferred from that of Q j . This operation is similar to the region appropriate processing rule in [31] .
In the process of aggregation query operation, when OA ij ≥ β and D(A ij ) ≥ γ , it means (i) there are many overlap attribute information between the two queries, and (ii) the amount of the queried attribute information is large. Although merging of query attributes with bigger overlap degree in the skewness distribution of multi-attribute sensors can eliminate redundant information forwarding, it can still cause the problem of energy consumption imbalance. Therefore, avoiding all queried multi-attribute information aggregated into one head node and making the head nodes energy-balanced are important for prolonging the network lifetime. For convenience, we suppose that all the single query can cause approximately equal energy consumption. In the following, we give the formal definition of the load-balanced multi-attribute sensors division. 
where K (·) is the kernel function and h is a smoothing parameter, called the bandwidth.
In this paper we apply the most popular normal kernel:
and the optimal bandwidth:
After SSOTH is decided, the relatively dense multiattribute sensors in the query region can be found, which need to be divided evenly following the minimum UPDSD prinple. Subsequently, the relatively sparse multi-attribute sensors can also be allocated evenly similar to the division process of VOLUME 5, 2017 relatively dense multi-attribute sensors. In the following, we give the specific generation process of the result of CA ij .
2) RESULT OF CA ij
Given SSOTH and UPDSD, CA ij can be achieved according to the following steps: 1) Sort the S i (∈ SSOTH ) by the number of sensors in the decreasing order and store the corresponding
t ] (j = 1) as the initial cluster centers. 4) Compute UPDSD for the following t elements in
, respectively, and assign them to
according to the minimum UPDSD prinple. 5) Repeat step 4 till reach the end of array B. 6) Repeat step 1 and 2 to construct an array for S i ( / ∈ SSOTH ) in the query region.
the cluster centers, and repeat step (4) and (5) to assign
Next, the correctness of the result of CA ij is proven in the following lemma.
Lemma 11: With the help of SSOTH and UPDSD, CA ij can be correctly achieved.
Proof:
, the head nodes receiving and transmitting more packets to the same distance will consume more energy. And the head nodes receiving and transmitting the same number of packets to a longer distance will also consume more energy. We can easily see that the correction of SSOTH can be guaranteed by κ and the correction of UPDSD can be guaranteed by kernel density estimation function. Hence, CA ij can be correctly achieved based on the load-balanced division of multi-attribute sensors.
In the process of aggregation query operation, when OA ij < β, D(A ij ) ≥ γ , it means (i) there is less attribute overlap between the two queries, and (ii) the amount of queried attribute information is large. Unlike OA ij ≥ β and D(A ij ) ≥ γ , it is unnecessary to merge the query attributes to eliminate the redundant information forwarding. However, avoiding all queried multi-attribute information aggregated into one head node is still important for prolonging the network lifetime. Therefore, A i and A j need to be further divided evenly following the decomposition process similar to CA ij when the two total loads with A i and A j affect the overall network lifetime.
Subsequently, we analyze the correctness of SSA in the following Lemma.
Lemma 12: Given two sub-queries Q i and Q j satisfying R i ⊆ R j , SSA is load-balanced without overlap.
Proof: Since R i ⊆ R j , it can easily locate the query region as R j in order to eliminate the region overlap. Observ-
can easily see C(k ij ) less. Suppose that there are more than two divisions generated for CA ij , A i and A j . We conclude that the division results are still load-balanced, which is guaranteed by Lemma 11. Therefore, SSA is loadbalanced without overlap.
3) INTERSECTION SUBQUERIES AGGREGATION, ISA
Given two sub-queries Q i and Q j , if they satisfy R i ∩ R j = R ij and OR ij ≥ α, then Q i and Q j are merged into Q i+j as below:
This operation is similar to the region overlap aggregation rule in [31] .
Next, the correctness of the ISA is proven in the following Lemma.
Lemma 13: Given two sub-queries Q i and Q j , if they satisfy R i ∩R j = R ij and OR ij ≥ α, ISA is load-balanced without overlap.
Proof: Since R i ∩ R j = R ij and OR ij ≥ α, it can easily locate the query region as R ij in order to eliminate the region overlap. As for the approximately equal energy consumption under different conditions, it can be proven according to Lemma 12 Therefore, SSA is load-balanced without overlap.
4) OVERLAP SUBQUERIES AGGREGATION, OSA
Given two sub-queries Q i and Q j , let E i and E j be the energy consumption leveraging MFSI-tree with the query requests {R i , A i } and {R j , A j }, respectively. Also, let E i , E ij and E j be the energy consumption leveraging MFSI-tree with the query requests
, then Q i and Q j are recombined into three new sub-queries as below:
Else Q i and Q j will still be the original queries and not be recombined:
Energy consumption is our major concern, hence, when doing query recombination under OSA, we still need taking it into consideration. The formal definition of energy computation is given as follows.
Definition 14 (Energy Consumed for Sub-Query Q Leveraging MFSI-Tree, E Q ): The energy consumed for a sub-query Q is
where: Proof: Note that in such a situation, the two sub-queries Q i and Q j do not satisfy the query region constraints in SSA and OSA. Therefore, if w ij = (E i + E ij + E j ) / (E i + E j ) ≤ θ (0 < θ ≤ 1), it implies using {R i , A i }, {R ij , MA ij } and {R j , A j } as the three query requests can cause less energy consumption without region overlap and attribute overlap. For each query request, the approximately equal energy consumption under different conditions can be proven according to Lemma 12. Otherwise, using the original two query requests {R i , A i } and {R j , A j } can cause less energy consumption, which are also load-balanced, guaranteed by Lemma 12. Therefore, ISA is load-balanced without overlap.
E. AGGREGATION QUERY ROUTING
After generating an aggregation query plan from the original queries, it should be executed through routing this query from the base station to the head nodes of internal subregions along MFSI-tree, until the grid cells whose subregions intersect with that of this query are reached. The sketch of the aggregation query routing process along MFSItree is provided next.
Algorithm 3 AQCmdRt
Require: qu: an aggregation query nd rt : the head node of either MFSI-tree or the sub-tree of MFSItree Ensure: LFN set : the set of head nodes of grid cells whose subregions intersect with that of qu 1: qr ← query sub-region of qu 2: r ← sub-region of nd rt 3: if qr ∩ r = ∅ then 4: if nd rt corresponds to a grid cell then 5 :
return 7: end if 8: CL s ← set of child head nodes of nd rt
9:
foreach nd cl ∈ CL s do 10: AQCmdRt(qu, nd cl ) 11: end for 12: end if
1) AGGREGATION QUERY ROUTING
Procedure AQCmdRt, presented in Algorithm 3 shows the process of aggregation query routing along MFSI-tree. When the sub-region of a certain aggregation query has overlap with a sub-region (denoted as nd rt ) to be examined (line 3), the child head nodes of nd rt are examined as well (lines 8-11). If nd rt corresponds to a grid cell, nd rt is added into LFN set (lines 4-7), which represents the set of head nodes of grid cells whose sub-regions intersect with that of the aggregated query.
2) COMPLEXITY
Assume that the maximum fanout of our MFSI-tree is d. Hence, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O (log d N ) , where N is the number of grid cells, since the procedure will iteratively carry on judgment in each layer along MFSI-tree.
F. AGGREGATION QUERY RESULTS RETURNING
When the head nodes of grid cells have finished collecting the data from individual sensor nodes, they assemble the collected data as query results and return these results to the base station along MFSI-tree. Observe that if the same head VOLUME 5, 2017 nodes of MFSI-tree always take the responsibility of aggregating and returning sensing information, their energy may be depleted quickly and thus the lifetime of the network is shortened. Therefore, it is essential to reselect the head nodes during the returning process of aggregation query results.
1) HEAD NODE RESELECTION
Observing C(k) = (a + c) × k + b × k × d n , the selection of head nodes in each layer of MFSI-tree mainly considers the two factors load and distance for aggregation query results returning as below:
• CA ij result. The CA ij result is able to determine which kind of sensors can be selected as head nodes as well as the corresponding selection region, which can extend the network lifetime by spreading the energy consumption as uniformly as possible.
• The locations of child head nodes and base station. The head nodes should have shorter distances to both the child head nodes and the base station, since they need to receive the data from their child head nodes and send the data to the base station.
• Shortest path. During the process of data transmission, it is necessary to find the shortest paths between the head nodes or between the head node and the base station, since it can reduce the energy consumption as low as possible and maximize the network lifetime as long as possible.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
In this section, we present the experimental results for evaluating our approach. We first describe the experimental setup including data sets used in the skewness distribution area and alternative methods for comparison with different metrics. Then we present the results and analysis in terms of parameters impact on MFSI-tree construction, and then in terms of consumed energy, query time and network lifetime with its competitors, finally in terms of the overlap parameters performance for the query regions and query attributes.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We evaluate the performance of our approach using simulations. Specifically, we consider a deployment where multiattribute sensor nodes are placed within a square area of 100 m × 100 m with a base station located at (50, 50). Each sensor is randomly assigned an initial energy between 0.5-1 J, and the wireless radio transmission range is set to 25 m. We assume that the energy required to receive and transmit a message are 50 nJ/bit and 100 nJ/bit, respectively. Each node generates a message in a round and is averaged over 200 runs in the simulations.
1) SYNTHETIC DATA SETS
We randomly generate 10 kinds of sensors with two datasets having 4000 and 8000 sensor nodes, respectively. For each kind of sensor nodes, they have the same amount and are distributed with different skewness degrees: 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%. Using this data set, the experiments are devised to valuate our approach with varied numbers of multi-attribute sensor nodes, varied skewness distributions for each kind of sensors, and varied overlap degrees of query regions and query attributes for the two given queries.
2) SKEWNESS DEGREE
In our simulation, the skewness degree sd is computed using the following formula sd = dn−sn n , where dn is the number of sensor nodes in dense regions, sn is the number of sensor nodes in sparse regions, and n is the number of sensor nodes in total. In our experiment, we divide the whole region into four sub-regions with the same size. The two sub-regions in the diagonal contain more of the same number of sensors and thus are regarded as the dense sub-regions, while the other two are the sparse sub-regions with less of the same number of sensors.
3) ALTERNATIVE TECHNIQUES
In our paper, we implement the following alternative techniques to compare.
• DST-tree [32] . This is a routing tree constructed by connecting the dominating nodes/vertices of a graph that is converted from the sensor network.
• LEACH [28] . This is a cluster-based routing protocol which divides the sensor nodes into groups headed by a head node, known as the local base station or cluster head.
• FDSI-tree [20] . This is a fully distributed spatial index tree constructed via message broadcasting and sending to realize efficient and power-aware range queries in sensor networks.
• EGF-tree [21] . This is an energy-efficient spatial index tree constructed for the single attribute sensors in skewness distribution to facilitate multi-region aggregation queries. Under these settings, we carry on experiments for evaluating our approach with different performance metrics: the consumed energy, query time and network lifetime. The network lifetime is defined as the time until the first node depletes its energy [33] . In our experiment, we use the maximum consumed energy cost among all the sensors in the whole network to indicate the network lifetime. The more the maximum consumed energy cost for the given time slots, the shorter the network lifetime.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section presents our discussion about the experimental results for evaluating our approach.
1) IMPACT OF PARAMETERS ON MFSI-TREE CONSTRUCTION
Consider that the purpose of our MFSI-tree construction is to improve the query efficiency and conserve energy, especially for the two given query regions with more overlap of query attributes and higher density for each kind of sensors. Hence, in the process of MFSI-tree construction, the four parameters minpts, minsns, minptr, minsnr need to be reasonably specified in order to guarantee the MFSI-tree construction performance since they play an important role for the energy-efficient selection of core sensors and core cluster sub-regions. In this case, we simulate a network of 10 kinds of sensors, each having the amount of 400 and deployed with the skewness degree as 20% and 60%, respectively. Under this situation, Fig. 2 presents the consumed energy for MFSItree construction with different parameter values in the four times of continuous clustering. Figure 2(a) shows the consumed energy in the first cluster of MFSI-tree construction, when minpts is varied from 20 to 100. We observe that there are two distinct trends in the energy consumption for sd=20% and sd=60%. When minpts arrives at minpts=30, the consumed energy is the least under sd=20%; it then is the least for minpts=60 under sd=60%. Clearly, a smaller or higher value of minpts allows a larger energy consumption. Let us elaborate the rationality further.
• Smaller minpts. Too small the minpts could lead to more sensors suitable as the core points. As a consequence, once the cluster sub-regions are formed, they will be large, resulting in more grid cells merged. Therefore, the query can not be effectively executed along the MFSI-tree having less hierarchy, leading to more energy consumption.
• Higher minpts. Too high the minpts could lead to fewer sensors suitable as the core points. As a consequence, once the cluster sub-regions are formed, they will be small, not facilitating the merging of grid cells. Therefore, the query can not be effectively executed along the MFSI-tree having less hierarchy, leading to more energy consumption. Additionally, we can, in fact, observe from Fig. 2 (a) that when the skewness degree is sd=60%, the optimal minpts is higher than that of sd=20%, since the region deployed with a bigger skewness degree usually includes much denser sub-regions. Under this situation, for minpts<60, the trend of sd=60% is actually higher than sd=20% since it will more substantially reduce the tree hierarchy and increase the energy consumption. Figure 2 (b) shows the energy consumption given different minpts or minptr in the second cluster of MFSI-tree construction. We assume minpts is specified as minpts=30 and minpts=60 for sd=20% and sd=60%, respectively in the first cluster. Besides, the minsns and minsnr are fixed at their defaults when the sensors and some cluster sub-regions both already exist in the current cluster. In this setting, the experimental result presents the same conclusion as that in Fig. 2 (a) . Indeed, the optimal value of minpts or minptr is usually at 20 for both sd=20% and sd=60%. Accordingly, a smaller or higher value of minpts or minptr will cause a larger energy consumption.
Along with the continuous clustering, the following cluster objects evolve into: (i) more of the sub-regions formed in the last cluster process, and (ii) the remaining sensors not belonging to any cluster. Figure 2 (c) and 2(d) show the energy consumption given varied minsns and minsnr. Accordingly, we set minpts or minptr as 30 and 20 in the first and second cluster for sd=20% and minpts or minptr as 60 and 20 in the first and second cluster for sd=60%. At the same time, the minpts and minptr are fixed at their defaults in the current cluster. In this setting, we observe that the energy consumption is the same no matter what values of minsns and minsnr are set. This is because, the number of sub-regions becomes smaller along with the continuous clustering, resulting in almost the same core sub-regions under different minsns and minsnr. As a result, the tree structure changes less since it is constructed via merging the almost same sub-regions, eventually leading to the same energy consumption for the same query.
2) MFSI-TREE QUERY PERFORMANCE − ENERGY AND TIME So far, we have considered the parameters impact on MFSItree construction. In the following, instead, we evaluate the performance of our proposed approach in terms of the energy consumption and query time under the three kinds of multiregion attribute aggregation query situations. We use the alternative techniques to carry on performance comparisons with our proposed MFSI-tree. In this case, we simulate a network of 10 kinds of sensors, each having the amount of 400 and 800, respectively. Under this setting, Figs. 3-5 present the energy consumption and query time under SSA, ISA, OSA, respectively. Specifically, in these figures, (a) and (b) show the energy consumption and query time given 10 kinds of sensors, each having the amount of 400. (C) and (D) show the energy consumption and query time given 10 kinds of sensors, each having the amount of 800.
a) ENERGY
As expected, the experimental results indicate our MFSI-tree outperforms the other routing trees on energy consumption for query executed under SSA, ISA, OSA, respectively. Note that this variant trend is not impacted by the skewness degree. Furthermore, we observe that, our MFSI-tree consumes less and less energy for query execution as the skewness degree increases. This implies that our MFSI-tree is more suitable for querying multi-attribute sensors deployed with a larger skewness degree.
b) QUERY TIME
As expected, the experimental results indicate our MFSI-tree performs better than DST-tree and LEACH, and shows an almost common trend as EGF-tree, in terms of query time. However, compared with FDSI-tree, the query efficiency of our MFSI-tree is poor. Actually, along with the increase of sensor number and density, an interesting observation is that our MFSI-tree can obtain a query time similar to that of FDSItree. This happens because, the depth and path between the parent-child nodes of FDSI-tree increase with the number and density of sensors. In contrast, the sensor number and density have no effect on the depth of our MFSI-tree; it is the subregions merging and the shortest path between the parentchild head nodes that fundamentally impact on the depth of our MFSI-tree.
3) MFSI-TREE QUERY PERFORMANCE − NETWORK LIFETIME
In the previous discussions, we have considered energy consumption and query time to evaluate our approach. In the following, we also consider to measure the performance of our proposed MFSI-tree and multi-region attribute aggregation query plan according to the network lifetime. Specifically, it is compared via changing the routing trees and also the aggregation query plans, i.e., the multi-region aggregation query plan (MRAP) and the multi-region attribute aggregation query plan (MRAAP). In this case, we simulate a network of 10 kinds of sensors, each having the amount of 400. Besides, for each kind of aggregation query situation, we carry on 6 times of queries. Figure 6 (a), (c) and (e) show the network lifetime for different routing trees given MRAP under SSA, ISA, OSA, respectively. It is worth noting that our MFSI-tree obtains a longer network lifetime compared to the other routing trees. Figure 6 experiments on the five kinds of aggregation query situations for Q i and Q j summarized in our paper, which are shown in Table 4 . In our simulation, both the query region overlap degree α and query attribute overlap degree β assume values from (0. 2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) . Figure 7 shows the network lifetime (nf ) under the five situations with different α and β. In the figure, under different aggregation query situations, varying α and β creates a scenario that allows observing how the dynamics of the observed values affect the network lifetime accompanied by the density dynamics of queried sensor nodes. We summarize the reasonable setting for α and β under the five situations from our simulation as below:
• Smaller density. In this case, it is necessary to set α and β within a relatively small range in order to achieve a longer network lifetime.
• Bigger density. In this case, it is necessary to set α within a relatively small range to achieve a longer network lifetime. However, the optimal setting of β depends on different aggregation query situations.
From Fig. 7 , we can clearly see that it always appears the phenomenon, nf stu1 ≥ nf stu4 and nf stu2 ≥ nf stu5 . However, this phenomenon does not indicate that selecting stu1 and stu2 is reasonable no matter what value of α, especially when the number of sensors in the overlap region is less, that is most data in the original two regions are not queried. Therefore, α selection depends not only on the network lifetime, but also on the number of sensors to be queried. Hence, there is a tradeoff between the number of sensors to be queried and the network lifetime, which can guarantee the reasonable selection of aggregation query situation under different α. For simplicity, we again use α to represent the query ratio, that is the ratio of the number of sensors in the overlap region and in the original two query regions. Specifically, in stu4 and stu5, we set the query ratio as 1 since all the data are queried.
In addition, let us consider the β selection further. We observe that, although nf stu1 ≥ nf stu2 and nf stu4 ≥ nf stu5 are apparent from Fig. 7 , it is not always reasonable to select stu1 and stu4 no matter what value of β since the actual number of sensors with overlap query attributes also has an important impact on the network lifetime. For simplicity, we again use β to represent the query ratio, that is the ratio of the number of sensors with overlap query attributes and with all query attributes. Let parameter τ be the threshold given by the user to determine which aggregation query situation should be selected to recombine the query regions and query attributes. In the following, we give the specific selection criteria of α and β in detail.
a) α SELECTION 1−→ STU1 VS STU4
In this case, let 
b) α SELECTION 2 −→ STU2 VS STU5
In this case, let
V. RELATED WORK AND COMPARISON
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on multiregion attribute aggregation query leveraging the hierarchical spatial index tree. In this section, we divide the related techniques into categories of spatial index tree for range query and multi-query optimization, that are closely related to the problem studied in this paper. These techniques are reviewed and compared with our aggregation query technique based on MFSI-tree as below.
A. SPATIAL INDEX TREE FOR RANGE QUERY
Spatial index trees in wireless sensor network have been used to determine the sensor nodes that can participate in a given query over some query range [34] . Pathan and Hong [18] develop a Smatic Routing T ree (i.e., SRT ) which constructs an index tree by using x coordinate value. The parent node stores the x coordinate value ranges of its child nodes. When a query is specified, the query range is first compared with the storage range of parent node. If the query range is contained within the storage range, then the query is forwarded to the child nodes of this parent node. The leaf sensor nodes, which receive the query request, report the values to their parent nodes along the tree, until the result is received by the base station.
A distributed SPatial I ndeX (i.e., SPIX ) over the sensor network is developed by Soheili et al. [19] , which aims to build an index tree leveraging R-tree. Such an index tree is claimed more efficient than SRT for minimizing the number of nodes involved in a spatial query. However, the construction of SPIX requires to know the parent-child relationship among the sensor nodes beforehand, which consumes much energy in broadcasting selection for the parent node. Then, the minimum bounding rectangle MBR is formed by merging the parent node and its child nodes. In order to further efficiently eliminate the dead space not containing the sensor nodes of a given query, SPIX adjusts the leaf nodes and internal nodes from bottom to upper along the initial index tree to make the MBR of upper parent node small enough.
Eo et al. design a Fully Distributed Spatial I ndex tree (i.e., FDSI -tree) [20] , which applies the confinement algorithm to analyze and distribute the sensor nodes into appropriate MBRs. Specifically, this classification is largely based on their proximity to their respective parent node and the contribution factor to the dead space of the resulting MBR. Therefore, the network structure consisting of sensor nodes connected as a routing tree has to be known before constructing the index tree, where the message broadcasting consumes more energy.
Furlaneto et al. construct a spatial index tree (i.e., SIDS) based on data similarity in the sensor networks [35] , in which each node keeps the value intervals of their child nodes. In such an index tree, the tree hierarchy is determined by the spatial correlation among clusters, and a repository having at least two cluster headers on a border region is used for communicating among the neighbor clusters. However, the similarity of sensor readings can not guarantee the formed cluster regions as small as possible. As a consequence, it is unable to efficiently determine the sensors falling into the given spatial range as early as possible from the upper level of the index tree.
An energy-efficient in-network area query processing scheme proposed by Ai et al. [26] partitions the whole monitored area into grid cells, in which a gray code is used to represent a grid ID. Based on such an encoding mechanism, a reporting tree can be constructed to process areas merging and data aggregation. However, the partition process is stopped until either there is only one sensor node in that sub-region or the size of this sub-region is not greater than the partitioning threshold, which implies that this scheme suits more to the sensor nodes in even distribution than in skewness distribution.
Quoc and Phuoc [36] propose a spatial-temporal query engine based on the linked data model to provide an elastic and scalable system, which allows fast searching and analysis on the relationships of space, time and semantic in sensing data. The elastic spatial-temporal query engine can index, filter and aggregate a high throughput of sensor data together with a large volume of historical data stored in the engine. However, this paper does not mention how to design a query engine to fast and energy-efficiently retrieve the multiattribute sensors.
In recent years, Zhou et al. [21] propose an energy-efficient EGF-tree based on grid division and minimum energy merging principle for facilitating multi-region aggregation query in the skewness distribution of sensor nodes. The upperlevel sub-regions of EGF-tree is constructed through merging neighbor sub-regions following the principle of the shortest message forwarding distances, leading to less dead space. Although this index tree is able to energy-efficiently retrieve the single attribute sensors, it does not explicitly consider to index the multi-attribute sensors.
As mentioned above, none of the existing works investigates the problem of spatial index tree construction for multi-attribute sensors in skewness distribution. Instead, our MFSI -tree explicitly addresses multi-region attribute aggregation query in the skewness distribution of multi-attribute sensors. Specifically, the neighbor sub-regions that have the biggest number of common multi-attribute clusters will be first merged, which can guarantee the selected head nodes are suitable for receiving and sending the multi-attribute sensing information. As a result, for multiple queries with both region and attribute constraints, our method results in a less energy consumption for forwarding the query message and query result between the parent-child head nodes than that of the above methods.
B. MULTI-QUERY OPTIMIZATION
Trigoni et al. [37] propose a tree-based method to minimize the communication cost when considering to process the multiple queries in sensor networks. The notion of Equivalence Class (EC) is adopted to represent the union of all regions covered by the same set of queries, so as to efficiently handle the rectangular queries. Only if the bounding box of the subtree intersects with ECs, the queries related to ECs can be disseminated to this sub-tree.
Ling and Znati [38] design an optimization technique leveraging the similarity among multiple queries. A set of Shared I ntermediate V iews (SIVs) are considered to identify the shared data among a set of queries. In fact, each SIV is processed only once, and is reused by two or more queries.
Xiang et al. [39] develop a two-tier optimization scheme which addresses both the base station optimization and innetwork optimization. The base station first rewrites a set of original queries Q org into a new set of queries Q rew . Then, the same data needed by multiple queries in Q org are only queried by one query in Q rew . Besides, in-network optimization can guarantee that the data requirement of all queries is satisfied when each sensor node only sends the data once.
Jie et al. [40] aim to develop an effective query aggregation algorithm to reduce the energy consumption. To achieve this goal, this algorithm minimizes the number of queries to be sent out, dispatches the aggregated queries to proper regions, and avoids multiple times of data transmission in any regions. Furthermore, for the queries with different attributes in the same time and region, they can be merged into a single query.
To this end, our query aggregation technique has the similar goal of the above methods. However, we mainly focus on how to effectively make the queries with overlap regions and overlap attributes merged into a single query. The specific construction of aggregation query plan is presented in Section III-D.
Yu et al. [41] design a multi-layer overlay-based framework consisting of a query manager and access points for providing efficient data query aggregation. The query merging depends on the overlap region weights among these queries.
Furthermore, whether queries are aggregated or not is based on whether it can reduce the energy consumption.
Similarly, our query aggregation is also a multi-layer overlay-based method. However, the messages are forwarded by the query manager along the head nodes of MFSI -tree, which is energy-efficient since the selected head nodes are more suitable for information collection from multi-attribute sensors in skewness distribution.
Nan and Li [31] present a multi-query management framework for supporting historical and continuous queries. The common tasks are reduced into a collection of queries through merging and aggregation operations of the query regions, query attributes, query times and query frequencies. Particularly, the query partition, region aggregation and approximate processing, time partition and aggregation rules, multi-rate queries, and historical database are all considered in this aggregation query management scheme.
In contrast, our query aggregation plan only considers the aggregation of query regions and query attributes, and the corresponding approximate processing method in the skewness distribution of multi-attribute sensors. In particular, a kernel density estimation is applied to recombine the query attributes, thus reducing the load of head nodes and prolonging the network lifetime.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the problem of finding an energy-efficient index tree to facilitate multi-region attributes aggregation queries in the skewness distribution of multi-attributes sensors. Our proposed method organizes the multi-attribute sensor nodes into a tree hierarchy, called MFSI -tree, which is constructed through merging the neighbor sub-regions having the biggest number of common multiattribute clusters. This strategy ensures that the upper level sub-regions of MFSI -tree has less dead space. Leveraging this tree hierarchy, the multi-region attributes aggregation queries are executed in-network efficiently. In addition to the query recombination based on the overlap of query regions and query attributes, we have also considered to divide the query attributes for reducing the load of head nodes and prolonging the network lifetime. An extensive study through both simulations and experiments confirms that our multiple query aggregation technique leveraging MFSI -tree can significantly reduce the energy consumption and increase the network lifetime.
In our future work, we plan to extend our method to study the problem of effectively processing the multiple queries not only with overlap of query regions and query attributes, but also with value range overlap of query attributes. And we wish to come up with a sophisticated index tree and multiple query aggregation plan to process this situation.
